
Background
When children hear a novel word, they prefer to assign it to a novel,
unlabeled object over a previously labeled object (Merriman, 1989).
One explanation for this preference is that children honor the
“principle of contrast,” assuming different words refer to different
things (Clark 1987; 1990). The current study tests whether this
preference varies by the amount of contrast between words. To test
this, children heard pairs of novel words that varied in how similar
they were: some word pairs were the same (i.e., no contrast as in
ROP-ROP), some varied by one phoneme (VAL-VAZ), some varied by
two phonemes (DAT-GAK), and some varied by three phonemes (WAF-
KUD). The words in each pair always consisted of three phonemes.
Children completed two tasks.

3- to 6-year-olds (N=61) completed a disambiguation task and a
copycat task on a touchscreen computer. Each child completed 28
trials, 14 “same” trials and 14 “different” trials. For trials in the
disambiguation task, an object appeared on screen and was labeled
with a novel word (“This is a FIM.”) Then, two objects appeared on
screen, the original object and a novel object, and children were
asked to point to the referent of a second word (Figure 1). In the
“same” trials, children re-heard the original word (“Point to the FIM.”)
In the “different” trials, children heard a new novel word (“Point to
the VIM.”) For different trials, words pairs varied by the number and
position of contrasting phonemes (Table 1). For trials in the copycat
task, children heard two speakers say the same word pairs used in the
disambiguation task. Here children were asked to judge whether the
second speaker had correctly repeated (or “copycatted”) what the
first speaker had said. Selection of the correct referent
(disambiguation) and correct yes/no judgment of the speaker
(copycat) were the primary outcome variables.

Method

Conclusions
Overall, findings suggest that not all contrasts are created equal. Both
the number of contrasts and the position of those contrasts can
affect the likelihood that children disambiguate or even differentiate
word pairs. In terms of the number of contrasts, children made more
errors when disambiguating and differentiating words that
contrasted by a single phoneme compared to words that did not
contrast (i.e., same) or words that contrasted by two or more
phonemes. In terms of the position of the contrasts, children
generally had more trouble disambiguating and differentiating words
that contrasted on the 1st and 3rd phoneme. In fact, children were
most error-prone when disambiguating words that contrasted on the
3rd-phoneme (“val” vs “vaz”), in effect guessing on these trials.
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Figure 1:  Example of Disambiguation Task Study Design

Analysis of object choice showed a significant effect for contrast
(p<.001), but no effect for age and no interaction. Children were less
likely to disambiguate words that contrasted by 1 phoneme (M=.65)
compared to 0, 2, or 3 phonemes (Ms>.82), ps<.001) (Figure 2).
Among the 1-phoneme contrasts, analysis of phoneme position
showed that children were least likely to disambiguate on the 3rd

phoneme contrasts (e.g., “val” vs “vaz”) (M=.54) compared to those
located on the 1st (M=.66) and 2nd (M=.78) phonemes or words that
did not contrast (M=.84), ps<.05 (Figure 3). On 3rd-phoneme
contrasts, children did not differ from chance. Additionally,
disambiguation was less likely on 1st-phoneme contrasts (e.g., “tef”
vs “sef”) compared to 2nd and no contrasts.

Table 1: Examples of Words According to the Number and Position 
of Contrasting Phonemes
Contrasts Position of Contrasts Word Pairs

0 No contrast (Same) ROP ROP

1
First Phoneme TEF SEF
Second Phoneme YAT YUTE
Third Phoneme VAL VAZ

2
First and Second Phoneme THID LOD
First and Third Phoneme DAT GAK
Second and Third Phoneme POB PUM

3 First, Second, Third Phoneme WAF KUD
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Figure 2: Number of 
Contrasting Phonemes

Disambiguation Results

Analysis of speaker choice showed a significant effect for contrast,
(p=.012), and an effect for age (p=.001), but no interaction. For the
contrast effect, children were less likely to differentiate words that
contrasted by 1 phoneme (M=.72) compared to 0 or 2 phonemes,
but not words that contrasted by 3 phonemes (M=.77), ps<.01
(Figure 4). For the age effect, 3-yr-olds (M=.61) were less likely to
correctly differentiate words than older children (Ms>.80), ps<.01.
Among the 1-phoneme contrasts, analysis of phoneme position
showed that children were least likely to differentiate 1st (e.g., “tef”
vs “sef”) and 3rd phoneme contrasts (e.g., “val” vs “vaz”) (Ms=.66)
compared to those located on the 2nd (M=.78) phonemes or words
that did not contrast (M=.84), ps<.05 (Figure 5).
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